B.A.-Übung, Cultural Studies US (040203)
Presidential Campaigns in the USA - from George Washington to Joe Biden, 3 CP
2 st. do 16-18, online via ZOOM

This Übung examines the history of presidential campaigns in the United States and how they have changed since George Washington’s presidency.

The study of election campaigns is worthwhile because they reveal relevant current social as well as politically issues of the contemporaries. Their analysis highlights various important historical events and brings the people interwoven with them into focus. Thus, by examining presidential election campaigns, students can gain insight into important historical events and their societal causes (expansion, democratization, slavery, imperialism, etc.) in American history up to the present.

If you want to take the course, please contact jan.hildenhagen@rub.de.

Assessment/requirements: active participation and presentation.
Bitte beachten Sie die folgenden Änderungen von Kurszeiten:

(050640) Women Writing on Madness, Schürmann
neu: DO 10-12

(050713) Place Poems: Touring Britain through Contemporary Poetry, Klawitter
neu: DO 14-16

(050732) Restoration Readings, Pankratz
neu: DO 14-16